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Share
We have so much to share with you this month.  First of all we
are delighted to announce our new name Sensory Beginnings.
Our mission and course content remains the same:  

To provide training and mentoring for everyone interested in
perinatal, neonatal and early childhood development.  We are
passionate about supporting everyone to learn move about
sensory processing and how to create nurturing, sensory-
informed environments.

Secondly we are honoured and delighted that the Neonatal
Nurses Association (NNA) has endorsed our courses.  The NNA
offers endorsement so that members can easily identify CPD
opportunities that have been quality checked and are relevant
to their role.

Lastly we would like to introduce you to our new course
Neonatal Nurture with Knowledge that launches today.

  SENSORY BEGINNINGS 
 Newsletter

Learn, Share, Love, Connect

Welcome to our tenth edition of our monthly newsletter. This
newsletter will be divided into sections to reflect our core
beliefs; Learn, Connect, Share, Love.

Welcome

Sensory Beginnings Master Course 

https://nna.org.uk/
https://sensorybeginnings.com/neonatal-nurture-knowledge-course/
https://sensorybeginnings.com/neonatal-nurture-knowledge-course/
https://sensorybabies.org/online-training/
https://sensorybabies.org/online-training/


a receptive implementation climate
compatibility of the intervention with organisational practices
available resources
engagement of key stakeholders
engagement of intervention participants
reflecting and evaluating

design quality and packaging of the intervention
relative priority in relation to other initiatives
learning climate

Articles

Facilitators and barriers to implementing Alberta Family Integrated Care
 

This article explores barrier and facilitators to implementing Family Integrated Care, a
semi structured interview was conducted via phone and in person.  Key facilitators
included:

Barriers included:

Celebrating Pediatricians embrace of early relational health

Claudia M. Gold reflects on two new policy statements from American Academy of
Pediatrics that validate promoting parent-infant relational health:
Partnering with families to promote early relational health
Trauma Informed Care in Child Health Systems

 

Share
Books

One to watch, published 30th November 2021

“If we want to find the way back to ourselves and
one another, we need language and the grounded
confidence to both tell our stories and to be
stewards of the stories that we hear. This is the
framework for meaningful connection.”

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34663673/
https://www.claudiamgoldmd.com/2021/08/10/celebrating-pediatricians-embrace-of-early-relational-health/


This month we were delighted to be back in Greece and offering our first, face to face
course in Athens in over two years.

We learnt that Athens is not keen on rain, but then the sun came out and everything
was forgiven.

We had the opportunity to deliver our course to 27 occupational therapists,
physiotherapists and speech and language therapists working in early intervention.

Love

Conferences this month

Stephen Porges is the keynote at the Star Centre annual conference

Resources

We love Dandle lion resources, have a look at their new video on neuroprotective
care

https://sensoryhealth.org/basic/welcome-to-2021-star-sensory-symposium
https://dandlelionmedical.com/resources/


You are working in the neonatal unit or dream of working in the neonatal unit.
You want to improve your understanding of neurobiology, sensory development, and
stress in relation to neonatal care.
You are passionate about family integrated care, developmental care, and trauma
informed care.
You want to continually improve the service you provide
You want a shorter online course compared to our Sensory Beginnings Master Course

Introduction to sensory development
Know your Neurobiology 
Sensory Systems development
History of neonatal care 
Understanding baby behaviour 
Sensory experiences in the neonatal unit 
Neurodevelopmental outcomes in the neonatal unit
Neonatal sensory interventions 
HIE and the sensory environment 
Fathers in the neonatal unit 
Home from the neonatal unit
Therapeutic Use of Self 

We are delighted to offer you a variety of online learning options.

We are very excited to announce are new Neonatal Nurture with Knowledge Course

This course is for you if:

Our new neonatal specific course is suitable for all neonatal health care professionals and
families who want to learn more about brain and sensory development. This course helps
you understand how sensory development and the sensory environment impacts on
infants, families, and staff.

The course includes reflective practice, a workbook, references, and resources to support
you to understand sensory development in the neonatal unit

Neonatal Nurture with Knowledge Course
 

The Course includes the following presentations:

Presentations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Connect

You are required to complete short multiple-choice quiz at the end of the course to consolidate your
learning.

You will receive a certificate confirming 20 hours of online learning on completion of the course
 

Introductory offer of £150 plus VAT first two weeks November (usual price £190 plus VAT)
Offer (three monthly instalments £50, £50, £50 plus VAT)

 

https://sensorybeginnings.com/online-training/
https://sensorybeginnings.com/neonatal-nurture-knowledge-course/
https://sensorybeginnings.com/neonatal-nurture-knowledge-course/


The course includes 11 modules, 27 webinars, references, resources, practical
activities, worksheets and bonus material. 
Access to monthly mentoring sessions facilitated by Lindsay Hardy and Emily Hills
You are required to complete a short multiple-choice quiz at the end of each
module to consolidate your learning.
You will receive a certificate confirming 36 hours of online learning on completion of
the course.

You want a deeper understanding of sensory processing in early human
development
You want to enhance your early intervention or neonatal practice
You want to understand how to change the sensory environment to influence
behaviour.
You want access to the high quality evidence based education 
You want monthly support to discuss clinical questions and improve your practice.
You want to reflect on your practice 

From October 1st 2021 SB Master Course will cost £420 plus VAT.
This price is now fixed from 1st October 2021 - 1st October 2022
You can still pay by monthly instalments.
Please sliding scale for multiple purchases.

Sensory Beginnings Master Course

Our main course is our most popular and in-depth course. 

THIS COURSE IS FOR YOU IF:

 

Purchase Sensory Beginnings Master Course

COST

Connect

https://sensorybeginnings.com/online-training/


if you have previously taken a course with us but are interested in further
presentations.
If you are interested in developing your neurobiology knowledge
If you would like an introduction to sensory development
The neurobiology and sensory systems presentations will be particularly interesting If
you are beginning your sensory integration/processing journey or you are a student.
If you are interested in understanding baby behaviours
If you are interested in understanding your role in a nurturing environment

Neurobiology (1:20:48) £20
Sensory Systems (2:20:36) £30
Understanding baby behaviour (37:06) £15
Sensory experiences in the neonatal unit (1:02:14) £20
HIE and the sensory environment (42:30) £15
Fathers in the neonatal unit (42:13) £15
Leaving the NICU (18:03) £10
Therapeutic Use of Self in the NICU (50:49) £15

Presentations purchased individually

The following presentations can be purchased individually or in bundles of 5.  

These presentations are for you:

Presentations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Buy presentations individually or purchase all 8 for £120 (£20 discount)

 
Please follow our social media pages and emails for up to date information 

Connect



Monthly Mentoring Sessions
We have loved our monthly mentoring sessions which have been attended by course
participants in the United Kingdom, Ireland and Serbia.  We have had rich discussions
on early intervention, how to support co-occupation, how to create sensory-informed
environments.  If you are taking our Sensory Beginnings Master Course, these
monthly mentoring sessions are free, they provide an opportunity to ask questions
about the course, share ideas and provide peer support, we would love to see you
there.

Neonatal Course

St Michaels Neonatal Unit Bristol and Royal Devon and Exeter Neonatal Unit have
both embarked on the SB journey. We have added additional modules, included
reflective practice and added mentoring sessions. We really hope everyone enjoys it.

Perinatal Course

We have booked our first SB's course solely for perinatal course participants to take
place in January 2022

International Courses
We will continue to deliver live on-line courses and are excited to be working with our
wonderful Peruvian colleagues again and delivering SB's live online February 4th, 5th
and 6th 2022

For more information please email: espacio.xoma@gmail.com 

Connect

mailto:espacio.xoma@gmail.com
mailto:espacio.xoma@gmail.com


Siblings in the Neonatal Unit
 

 

Learn

Scrap books:  Encourage each child to collect photos and create drawings of their
sibling. Support them to write about what their sibling looks like; they could write
messages of love. (include stickers and colouring pens to decorate)
Craft activity: Include a pack of two frames, one to put next to their siblings’ bed
that includes a photograph of them and one for them to put next to their bed of
their baby in the neonatal unit.
Books: Hand to hold provide excellent resources for families, they list age-
appropriate books for siblings.

Yorkshire and Humber ODN sibling pack
CJ mission sibling pack 
Advocate children's hospital sibling pack
Neonatal care academy sibling book
Seattle children's sibling book

 
Having a sibling in neonatal care can be an incredibly stressful time for a child. Beavis
(2007) describes how the disruption in routine, the financial, physical, and emotional
strain on the family can evoke a strong emotional response in siblings.

Trauma surrounding a hospital admission of a baby or child does not just impact on
the parents alone.Lemmon et al (2020) states that Mental health problems are not
unique to parents in the home and can affect siblings and other caregivers.

Following the COVID 19 Pandemic family access to the neonatal unit has changed
dramatically across the world.Prior to the pandemic neonatal units had made great
progress to place the family at the heart of neonatal care, many units allowed 24-hour
access for parents and their children, neonatal units went out of their way to support
sibling involvement in the care of their brother or sister. There may still be a period of
adjustment to get back to life prior to the pandemic but there are many things we can
continue to do to support siblings throughout their baby’s neonatal stay.

 
Supporting Sibling Connection

 
Sibling Packs

1.

2.

3.

        Hand to Hold recommended book list

    4. Toys: Provide a small teddy or doll and blanket for the sibling to care for.
    5.  Activity packs: There are several activity packs available that look at colouring in           
the neonatal unit but also with space for the child to write about how they feel. Here
are some examples:

https://publicdocuments.sth.nhs.uk/pd10434.pdf
https://www.cjsmission.org/supporting-siblings
https://www.cjsmission.org/supporting-siblings
https://www.advocatechildrenshospital.com/assets/documents/ach/nicu_activity_book.pdf
https://neonatalcareacademy.com/new-baby-coloring-book/
https://www.seattlechildrens.org/pdf/PE2431.pdf
https://handtohold.org/nicu-family-support/sibling-support/recommended-books/


NICU visits: 

If the neonatal unit allows children to visit it is important that there is some
preparation for what the environment will look like.
Take time to describe what the NICU looks like, talk about photos, and discuss the
sensory environment.
Describe what they will be able to do during the visit; read a book, help with cares
or hold their sibling.
Plan the visits with the neonatal team, it is important that everyone has a good
understanding of what is expected, for example can the child play with a toy next to
the bedspace, are they allowed to touch their baby. Spend time ensuring that the
family and neonatal MDT has the same expectations.

Sibling weighing: invite the sibling to attend during weighing day, encourage them
to help be involved, take a polaroid picture of the event. Invite the sibling to an art
session to make a card of the session, encourage them to talk about their brother or
sister and to take the card in to school for show and tell.

Lullaby Hour:Encourage the siblings to attend during lullaby hour, what song has
meaning to them, sing softly with the musician and listen to the song again at
home.

Play area:Many neonatal units will have a sibling play area; this may include an old
incubator where the sibling can practice caring for their doll or playmobile have a
neonatal set 

Playmobile maternity room 

Supper club: sharing an evening meal as a family, meeting other families for peer
support, learning about neonatal care can be an extremely supportive event.

Learn

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Playmobil-6660-City-Life-Maternity/dp/B00VLV1BUU/ref=asc_df_B00VLV1BUU/?tag=googshopuk-21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=309757378209&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=17786203397256020162&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9045944&hvtargid=pla-440264593819&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Playmobil-6660-City-Life-Maternity/dp/B00VLV1BUU/ref=asc_df_B00VLV1BUU/?tag=googshopuk-21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=309757378209&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=17786203397256020162&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9045944&hvtargid=pla-440264593819&psc=1


Learn
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Sibling support session
If siblings are not allowed onto the neonatal unit, you might want to consider monthly
session for siblings to play together and parents to talk. Play is the main childhood
occupation. Milteer et al (2011) describes how through play, children learn survival skills,
build resilience to deal with adverse life events and develop self-efficacy.

Additional ideas
Letters home to brother or sister (please see sample attached)
Beads of courage: The beads of courage offers support to the baby born too soon or
with complex needs, it is described as a tangible way to record the baby’s journey
through the NICU and gives a meaningful record to help explain to peers and their
child as they grow about their resilience, strength and courage. Siblings have reported
to enjoy threading the beads as it adds understanding to their baby’s journey
https://beadsofcourageuk.org/our-programmes/

Having a baby in the neonatal unit is an incredibly traumatic time, for those of us who
have the honour of working in neonatal care we need to do everything we can to listen
to the individuality of each family and do what we can to support the family
participation and well-being.

 

https://beadsofcourageuk.org/our-programmes/

